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With commentary provided by
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Bytes

About this Market Report
The recent COVID-19 crisis has required many organisations to focus
their resources on enabling their employees to work remotely. In light
of this, we surveyed 122 people, ranging from IT Managers, CISO’s and
Heads of IT from a variety of companies, to find out how their attitudes
and priorities towards remote working have changed since the start of
the crisis and what they are doing and plan to do to support their staff
at this critical time.
This report answers the critical questions and includes further insights
and commentary by Peter Ely, the EUC Practice Lead at Bytes. It also
includes the “Future roadmap” of End User Computing from Spencer
Pitt, Chief Technologist, VMware.
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Overview

A changing workplace
With business continuity being at the forefront of
most IT Professionals at the moment, it has been
more important than ever that organisations
enable and support their employees to work
effectively at home. This means supporting them
with the right equipment, the right software and
the right security tools to enable collaboration
and prevent data breaches and cyber-attacks.
What’s interesting from reading the survey
responses, is that based on the decisions IT
teams are making, many businesses may look to
change the way they work, forever.
“Once the current COVID-19 crisis is over
“modern” is going to look very different for many
businesses. It is therefore vital that organisations
adapt to this new “normal” and respond so they
don’t get left behind”.
Lee Southam, Senior ICT Manager, BMT

5 Key Changes to the Workplace:
1. It is expected that more businesses will adopt
remote working as a more permanent option
for employees, even if it is for just one or two
days a week. It is also anticipated that there
will be less tolerance for employees turning
up for work with a cold or cough – they will
instead choose or be advised to work from
home instead.
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2. While the 9-to-5 schedule has long been the
traditional work pattern for many employees,
End User Computing solutions enables
employees to work anytime and anywhere,
so IT teams will need to adapt to be able to
support new working patterns.
3. Remote-facilitated, short, module-based
learning solutions will become common
place, thereby reducing the dependency
on classroom based courses. This will help
companies to save money and be more agile
in their employee development initiatives.
4. To enable IT teams to be more operationally
efficient, end user “IT self-service” will
become common place, particularly with
regards to re-setting passwords, requesting
and downloading approved applications and
in some cases, ordering new or replacement
hardware. IT teams just won’t have the
resources to dedicate to such administrative
tasks.
5. Knowledge and data silos cost time and
hamper productivity, so files will no longer
be saved locally and access will no longer be
restricted to one individual. Instead they will
be stored in the cloud so anyone who needs
them will be able to access them without
hinderance.
Later in this report, we look beyond the above
points and detail our predictions for the future of
End User Computing.
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Survey Results
What are your main business continuity priorities
right now?
Ensure employees working remotely
have the hardware they need
Ensure employees working remotely have
the office productivity software they need
Ensure employees have access to
effective unified collaboration solutions
Ensure there is sufficient security
cover in place to protect all employees
Ensure the systems are in place to
enable effective backup and recovery
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It is not surprising that due to the outbreak, companies are having to prioritise enabling their employees
to work remotely by providing them with the hardware, software and unified communications they need.
Interestingly however is that the provision of sufficient security cover was way down the priority list.
This is almost certainly because organisations have needed to make their immediate priority the
enablement of remote workers. It is widely accepted that when employees are up and running at home,
ensuring the relevant layers of security cover are in place will rapidly rise to the top of the priority list.
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What are the Top 5 areas you would like to improve with
your Desktop Setup?
Better team collaboration
Increase mobile working
More flexibility/scalability
Reduce running costs
Better monitoring/analytics
Enhance employee
“self-service” capability
Overall up time
Enhanced security
Increased use of subscription
model software models
Deployment and management of
business applications
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According to the research, companies are wanting
and needing to improve the self-service capability
of their employees.
“Focus on self service functions (i.e. app
deployment) and centralised infrastructure. Have
a standard setup that can be (re-)deployed easily.”
Andrew Orchard, IT Systems Manager,
Oxford University
Given the rate of change many organisations have
had to go through and the consequential impact
the change has had on internal help desks, many
have struggled to keep on top of the material
increase in the number of tickets raised and/or
calls received.
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Organisations have also struggled to keep
pace providing the basic necessities such as
headsets, keyboards and mice. This is partly due
to suppliers refusing to deliver individual units to
the homes of the employees and partly due to
supply constraints.
As such, organisations are wanting to ensure their
employees can not only source their own basic
equipment but they also have the self-service
capabilities to source their own hardware too.
They need to have access to the tool sets that
will allow them to access the software they need,
download it and install it themselves without the
need for IT getting involved. Self-service is no
longer considered a luxury, but a necessity.
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What are your biggest challenges associated with
remote working?
Security
Data/IP loss
Usage and adoption of the
various services
Latency
Resources needed to support and
maintain remote working (e.g. patching)
Supporting graphic-intensive
applications
Visibility of the end-user experience
Tools/services in place
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As many workers are now able to work remotely, the focus is now firmly on ensuring they can work
securely. This clearly is a broad subject and encompasses both technology-related solutions to
help mitigate against a whole plethora of risks and people/training-related solutions. Regarding the
latter and in light of the marked increase in the number of malicious emails stating to be from Public
Health England or similar Government departments, employee awareness of this new wave of scams
is necessary.
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What are your primary collaboration tools?
Microsoft Teams
Skype for Business
Zoom
Cisco Webex
Slack
Ring Central
GoToMeeting/GoToWebinar
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Microsoft Teams clearly leads the way when
it comes to online collaboration tools, with its
predecessor, Skype for Business being the
next most popular collaboration tool. Given the
prevalence of Microsoft Office 365 this is to be
expected. Indeed at the time of compiling this
report, Microsoft Teams reportedly had over
44 million active daily users worldwide and this
number was said to be growing rapidly in the light
of the current situation.
Another reason Teams has come out top here, is
that it’s widely considered within the IT community
that Teams is more secure in comparison to
competitive systems, such as Zoom. With regards
to Zoom, if a meeting is not properly set up
unwanted guests can gain access simply by
knowing or hacking the access code, hence
the recent phenomenon of “Zoombombing”.
This challenge does not exist with Teams as
the architecture and access controls are more
sophisticated.
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Of course, what IT teams would like their
employees to use and what their employees
actually use may be very different, particularly
if employees are having to collaborate with
third parties who may have their own system
preferences.
Whatever collaboration tools are used, it comes
down to businesses conducting a thorough risk
assessment to determine which one is best for
their needs or for certain tasks. It may even be
that several collaboration tools are required and
employees are given guidance over which tools to
use when.
“Consider the wider aspects of the
workloads of your team as well as
collaboration/communication tools to
ensure that no functional bottlenecks
exist”.
Lewis McGregor, Director of IT,
Wheatley Group
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What have you implemented as part of your End User
Computing environment?
Service/Solution

Yes

No

Considering

Backup/Backup-as-a-Service

43%

47%

9%

Disaster Recovery/DR-as-a-Service

43%

48%

8%

Endpoint/Mobile Device Management

71%

14%

14%

VDI (e.g. WVD, VMware, Citrix)

51%

44%

4%

Endpoint Security

92%

5%

2%

Single Sign On

65%

21%

12%

Multi-Factor Authentication

73%

8%

17%

Patching

74%

11%

13%

In keeping with the commentary so far in this
report, security, or security-related solutions are
dominating here. For example, patching, multifactor authentication and endpoint/mobile device
management are all critical to ensuring a safe
remote working environment.
“Moving towards a single system for managing
all endpoints is crucial. To do this, separate your
infrastructure management from your endpoint
management”.
Craig Nelson, Head of Information Security,
City FM Ltd
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This is where VMware’s Workspace One
solution plays strongly.
Workspace One, for example helps with:
Managing end point devices; End point
analytics and intelligence; End user automation
and self service; MultiFactor and secure
VPN; Single Sign-on and Patching.
In addition to Workspace One, VMware’s
Horizon solution is also relevant as it’s their
VDI solution and includes: Application delivery
mechanisms; A complete solution for Data
Centre’s as provides storage capabilities
and a hypervisor and Fully integrates into
Microsoft Windows Virtual Desktop for hybrid
cloud usage.
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Have you deployed a VDI environment?

46% Yes

It is surprising that 53% of respondents haven’t deployed
a VDI environment, but this might be down to the
perception that VDI is expensive to buy, support and
implement. In our experience, we have found that those
that do deploy it usually have a very specific use case
that they need it for. For example the Retail industry and
Hospitality industry both heavily rely on VDI for their till
operations as it enables them to be connected to one
centralised location.

53% No

If a customer didn’t want to deploy a VDI solution,
Workspace ONE could be a sound alternative as it allows
users to gain access to the applications they need to do
their jobs on whatever devices they have e.g. iPad, iPhone,
laptop or desktop as examples.

What VDI products are you using?
Citrix
VMWare
Microsoft WVD
AWS Workspaces
Parallels
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Given they are relatively new to this market and while they have a way to go to be a threat to Citrix
and VMware, it’s interesting to see that Microsoft have already secured the support of 25% of our survey
respondents.
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What are the Top 3 benefits that your VDI
environment provides?
Easier access
Great security
Reduced latency of apps
Easier deployment of apps
Device portability
Cost reduction
Datacentre facilities
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As the responses show, a VDI environment can provide some tremendous benefits to organisations.
This is largely because a VDI environment can be likened to plugging a long cable into the back of your
datacentre server and stretching it directly to your end user and by doing so, giving the end user easy
and fast access to their desktop environment and Apps that are hosted in your datacentre. In addition
to fixing any latency issues, a VDI environment also ensures everything is fully patched, up to date and is
very secure as the VDI environment lives in the managed datacentre environment.
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What challenges are you currently experiencing with
your VDI environment?
Performance
Increasing costs
Capacity constraints
Application support
and compatibility
Device compatibility
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The recent crisis will have shaped people’s views here as organisations have gone from a 60-70% utilisation
rate to a 100% utilisation rate overnight which will have impacted performance levels.
Performance is something that many companies didn’t need to consider or think about before as many of
the workers were office-based. Home workers present a set of new challenges. As part of our customer
infrastructure engagements, we have seen a huge uptake in the amount of licences that are being purchased
for VDI environments, however, in many instances it’s likely that the back end infrastructure won’t be suitable
for the increasing number and changing profile of workers, so capacity constraints are soon going to be a
priority issue for many organisations.
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What are your Top 3 priorities relating to the
management and end point intelligence of your VDI
environment?
Web security
VPN
Multi-factor authentication
Single sign-on
Remote WiFi capabilities
End point analysis and
user intelligence
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With the sudden move to mass remote working organisations are having to prioritise issues such as
multi-factor authentication, VPN and web security. This again is an area VMware have extremely well
covered and can offer a lot of value.
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Survey Analysis
Understandably, organisations have had to do
everything necessary to enable their employees
to work from home quickly. They might not
necessarily have considered this prior to the
recent outbreak but enabling employees to
do their jobs from home has now become of
paramount importance to them. They must be
able to access the right hardware, software and
collaboration tools in order for them to carry out
their job roles as effectively at home just as if they
were in the office.
Having self-service capabilities, while once
considered a luxury, is now of major importance.
End users want more empowerment to be able to
do simple things such as to reset their passwords
without the need to go to their IT departments.
Equally, if simple items such as resetting
passwords can be done directly by the end user, it
takes the pressure off overloaded IT departments.
Digital transformation can be accelerated with the
use of different technologies. Scalability is key for
modern solutions and it is imperative that you know
what your end user community needs. Different
companies will have different requirements and
if you approach the solutions you provide from
the employee’s perspective as opposed to from
a technical solution, it will be much easier to get
buy-in from your end users. This approach will
also help fast-track employee acceptance of this
new normal.

While IT Managers, CISO’s and other technical
staff who took this survey might have clear ideas
about what their end users need, the reality from
the perspective of those end users will often be
very different. This is where a disconnect might
occur and supporting end users with self-service
solutions will help to alleviate that disconnect.
“Make sure you perform a full due diligence
check to find out what you actually need and
then find the best fit for your organisation. Don’t
just go for the platform that provides the nicest
features, pay attention to the user experience
and ease of support”.
Peter Wilson, Systems Administrator,
M&C Saatchi
Finally, as we look ahead, the future of End User
Computing will be one shaped by AI, machine
learning, data analytics and automation.
Desktop-as-a-Service will continue to go from
strength to strength and will be enabled by the
laying of advanced security technologies and
cloud-based device management solutions.
Cloud-based device management will also
increase exponentially in the future, opening
new opportunities for machine learning and
automation.

“Make sure that your end users are ready
to adopt remote working, because that will
be the key to its success”.
Szaboks Ujvari, Head of IT, Clarkslegal LLP
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Key Takeaways
Security
Despite temporarily being overlooked by companies in favour of other
priorities, such as the deployment of hardware, software and collaboration
tools, Security remains a challenge for many organisations today and will
continue to be so.

Collaboration Tools
Collaboration tools are key when it comes to end users being able to
work remotely together and while Microsoft Teams leads the way, many
organisations are using multiple collaboration tools simultaneously.

Self Service
Self-service, while once considered a luxury, is now an area that is in
much more demand by end users. This can help alleviate pressure on IT
departments and IT service desks.

Desktop-as-a-Service
Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS) will soon be an essential component of
every virtualisation strategy. A move towards WVD and other cloud-based
solutions for enriched desktop experiences will also be common.

Cloud-Based Device Management
Cloud-Based Device Management will allow businesses to manage all their
devices and assets from a single point. In addition, cloud-driven security
platforms with AI backends will be a big winner. This will also increase
exponentially in the future, opening new opportunities for machine learning
and automation.
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The Future of End User Computing

“As we start to see things settle down from the initial drive
to remote working, the next year will see us looking back at
what prevented or caused issues in this move.
VDI was a great enabler for secure remote working with applications
that, let’s face it, were designed to be accessed within the office
boundaries. Projects around modernising the apps themselves to be
able to be run on multiple OS types and securely in different locations will accelerate. The
need for a platform that allows business to transform this app estate but still deal with the
traditional apps in a way that minimises the affect to the users yet still maintain security will
become key.
Solutions such as WorkspaceOne will become the norm and seen as necessary rather
than a future nice-to-have project.”
Spencer Pitts, Digital Workspace Chief Technologist, VMware
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Peter Ely, EUC Practice
Lead, Bytes

This report has so far
reflected what organisations
are doing and plan to do
in response to the recent
outbreak. The question therefore is, what next?
What does the future of End User Computing
look like?

Top 5 Future Trends:
1. Greater security and user experience
through the use of artificial
intelligence, machine learning and
data/analytics
Security within the End User Computing market
will be enhanced by leveraging the power of data
and analytics, machine learning and artificial
intelligence. While many machine learning
algorithms have been around for a long time,
the ability to automatically apply changes to user
environments based on data from end users to
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improve the security posture and overall user
experience will develop. Repetitive tasks that
users perform may be learnt and replaced to
allow users to do their day job more efficiently.

2. The increased use of Desktop and
Device-as-a-Service
Aligning Desktop-as-a-Service and Device as a
Service will soon be the norm for every End user
computing strategy. Vendors are therefore likely
to release updates that will help address new
challenges around desktop image management
for VDI and Device management. A move
towards WVD and other cloud-based solutions
for enriched desktop experiences might be
common for some use cases but aligning that
management and consistency of applications
and images will be expected by the end users.

3. Greater Management of the
Complexity of Different Devices
The range of devices used by employees today
in a tech-powered enterprise is expansive and
includes: Handheld devices to record information;
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Barcode and QR-code scanners; Tablets;
Smartphones; Smart speakers and so on. As
such, vendors will look to make their services
available to integrate wearable technology into
modern workloads but also provide the
capabilities to manage all device types and
address variations in operating systems.

4. The use of cloud-based device
management will increase – opening
new opportunities for machine learning
and automation

5. Increased flexibility and agile working
options

We are reaching a point of critical mass where
we will see a big uptake in cloud-based device
management along with a move to ‘Device
Management as a Service’ (DMaaS) from the
cloud. There will be a need to meet the operational
need for cloud-ready management platforms
which are becoming pervasive and accepted
across all operational platforms. Device-based
management will allow companies to manage
all their devices and assets from a single point
that will finally bring broad adoption for cloud
workspace vendors. Once management stacks
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are centralised into a preferred cloud platform,
there is a unique opportunity to apply the same
relevant machine learning and automation across
devices and unifying the way applications are
delivered. In addition, cloud-driven security
platforms with AI backends will be a big winner, but
it will be interesting to see if analytics, monitoring
and automation vendors can transform the way
businesses manage and operate their devices.

Agile working has already become something
that organisations are supporting their end
users with and the Covid-19 outbreak has only
accelerated this requirement. Users that perhaps
have only ever been able to get access to
email when out of the office will want and need
access to so much more. Providing a remoting
technology is not always going to be the answer.
Maybe the user just needs access to a SaaS
application, but to ensure they have secure and
controlled access, a solution that gives that user
the flexibility to access from any device available
is going to be key.
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Need advice with your EUC workspace strategy?
If this report has resonated and raised questions with regards to your End User Computing
environment or strategy, our Modern Workspace Advisory Service could provide valuable
insights and answers – free of charge
The service will help you:

• Explore the capabilities
and limits of your EUC
environment, including
platforms & workspace,
applications & data and
mobility management
• Better understand your
users’ profiles and
behaviours
• Gather and analyse user
data on compute and
application usage

• Assess the implications
of VD/WVD, BYOD,
Windows migrations,
application delivery and
centralised management
• Get a tailored report with
recommendations for the
right modern workspace
across the EUC stack
to meet your long-term
requirements for greater
efficiency, mobility and
agile working

• Proof-of-concept, user
experience days and
technology show cases
to gain buy-in from
across the business and
confirm the chosen EUC
path
• Provide a variety of
services to support
organisations once they
get to an operational
state

Move forward with confidence
With our expert guidance, you can make confident, well-informed decisions on how to deliver a
modern workspace that will meet your company’s ongoing needs, operationally and commercially.
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About Bytes
Bytes provides leading insights, expertise
and practical help to over 3,600 organisations
nationwide. We enable effective and cost-efficient
technology sourcing, adoption, security and
management of software, hardware and cloud
services.
Our UK business began in 1982 and has grown
profitably each year to reach a turnover in excess
of £500m, making us one of the largest software
services and solutions businesses in the country.
The most important aspect of our business is
our people. We value initiative, teamwork and
achievement. Together, we focus on providing

the highest levels of service so we can deliver
our ultimate goal – customer satisfaction and
success.
Our customers include leading brands, such as
Marks & Spencer, BBC, NHS, Clifford Chance,
BUPA, Thames Water, Hiscox, Allen & Overy
LLP and thousands more across retail, media,
finance, manufacturing, legal, healthcare and
the public sector.
We work closely with the majority of IT vendors
and are delighted to regularly receive honours
from them in addition to being named a Sunday
Times Best Company to Work For 2020.

About VMware
VMware streamlines the journey for organisations to become digital businesses that deliver better
experiences to their customers and empower employees to do their best work. Their software
spans compute, cloud, networking & security and digital workspace. Regarding the two solutions
discussed in this report:

Workspace ONE:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Helps with managing end point devices including laptops
Provides end point analytics and intelligence
Enables end user automation and self service
Includes MultiFactor and a secure VPN
Enables Single Sign-on
Improves the patching experience

Horizon, VMware’s VDI solution:
• Includes application delivery mechanisms
• Is a more complete solution for Data Centre’s as provides storage and/or hypervisor licensing
• Fully integrates into Microsoft Windows Virtual Desktop for hybrid cloud usage
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To understand how Bytes can help you develop and enhance your End User Computing environment,
get in touch and start a conversation today.
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UK Head Office
Bytes House
Randalls Way
Leatherhead
Surrey
KT22 7TW
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01372 418 500
01372 374 248

tellmemore@bytes.co.uk
www.bytes.co.uk

